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The term ‘Applied 
probability models in 
ogy, el~gineering and management science. In t 
uses of this term, one recalls the seventh symp 
ematics organized in 1955 by the ,4merica 
title of which was ‘Applied Probability’. I
to the proceedings of that symposium [ 11, 
program committee decided to concern it 
themes, namely, theory of diffusion, the 
bility in classical and modern physics, w 
these terms sh.ould be interpreted broadly. The papers presented at 
the symposium covered the range of topics so su 
discussed were statistical physics, population 
lutionary (non-stationary) stochastic processe 
prehensive cross section of contempor 
matical Statistics and Probability. 
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obability in 1964, with the aim 
papers on applications o!’ probability 
social and technological sciences. 
rting this Journal was a feeaing that it “may 
influence in bridging the gap between those prob- 
heory as more valuable, and those whcJ 
ore worthwhile” (see [ 53). 
lity seems to have establ shed itself as an im- 
as an active re earth area. As the 
s, the prestige and vitality of this 
rs in the field such as M.S. Bartlett, 
ability, and the Fourth Conference on Stochastic 
nd Their Applications at York University, Toronto, Canada, was con- 
sidered to be an appropriate occasion for this purpose. Accordingly; a 
symposium w s planned and invitations were issued to several persons 
with national and international status in the field of applied probability, 
o participate in the symposium. The response was enthusiastic, and a 
total of ten persons presented short papers expressing their views, and 
ritten contributions were received from five others who were unable 
to attend. The fol owing is a report on the proceedings of this sympo- 
sium. 
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M.S. BARTLETT (Department of Biomathematics, University o*f Oxford, 
Oxford, England) 
I am usually suspicious ot’ claims for new academic disciplines and 
research areas, which are often for reasons of prestige or financial sup- 
port blown up to inflated dimensions. With the term Applied Probability, 
on the other hand, the boot is perhaps on the other foot. What, after 
all, was the correspondence between Pascal and Fermat on the laws of 
chance but Applied Probability? Since then, like its Siamese twin sister 
Statistics born at the same epoch, its universal applicability is an em- 
barrassment to academics eeking some tidy definition. I am not going 
to attempt such a task, leaving this to those who wish to tackle it, and 
merely Ti<farning them of some of the 6ifriculti:s they must bear in mind 
first: 
(i) Genuine applied research as no rigid boundaries, which are im- 
posed for the convenience of classification and university departments. 
(ii) In defiance of(i), some separation from various recent disciplines 
such as Systems Analysis, or older and more general ones such as 
Statistics, will have to be attempted. The latter separation might prove 
morral, and in the monog naph series which I have edited no separation 
was (?ver contemplated in the joint title of A@ied Probability and 
Statistics. 
lrat about probability in quantum rnec lanics or in statistical 
that Applied bability? 
t matter, is it atistics? To some extent, that problem 
was already there, and of course similar conundrums exist with other 
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‘On the Volterra and other nonlinear models of interacting populations’, 
or that the notoriously intractable Ising model in physics would turn 
out to be an essential and basic model for studying local dependence 
(VI) I am still concerned at the thought of separating Applied Proba- 
bility and Statistics. It might result in Applied Probability becoming 
like Geometry or Theoretical Mechanics. After the last war Professor 
Sidney Goldstein Left Cambridge for Manchester in order to maintain 
adequate contact between theoretical hydrodyuamics and experimental 
studies of fluid motion. Can Applied Probability and Statistics survive 
as separate disciplines? 
I. GANI f University of Sheffield, Sheffield, England and CUR0 Division 
of Mathematics and Statistics, Canberra, Australia) 
The field of mathematics contains two closely interwoven strands. 
The first and historically earlier, is directed to the solution of practical 
problems; the second consists of the internal development of mathe- 
matical ideas. Probability, a lively subfield of mathematics, exhibits 
precisely the same structure. By Applied Probability 1 understand that 
part of the subject concerned with the solution of real-life problems, 
scientific, social and technological. Its origins lie in the problems of 
gambling, which sparked off the early theoretical advances of Cardano, 
Galileo, Pascal and Fermat in the 16th and 17th centuries. 
We owe much in the calculus of probabilities to perceptive gaml :ers 
whose experience nabled them to record the comparative odds cr 4 ar- 
ious dice throws. Among the first of these was ardano (1501 
who laid the fountiations of probability theory in his Liber de 
AZeae, written arotlnd 1530 but published only posthumously in 1663. 
In this, he used enumeration methods to solve such proble 
since both 9 and 10 could each be partitione 
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problems for throws of three dice; however, owing to the late appear- 
ance of his book, Galileo (1554- 1642) pubhshed .khe results earlier in 
his Cousfderazione sopra il Giuoco dei Dadi in 1630. Cardano was also 
able to formulate, but not solve, the following problem: if a gambler 
throws two dice until a double 6 occurs, how should one bet on the 
number of throws required to achieve this result? The answer which he 
put forward was wrong, and it remained for Pascal (1623- 1662) to 
provide the correct solution in his famous correspondence with Fermat 
(1601-1665). 
Since these early contributions, the literature of probabi 
grown tremendously. Probability theory was concerned itself with math- 
ematical structures and methods uggested not only by games of chance, 
but also by problems in the natural and social sciences, as well as tech- 
nology; in addition, it has dealt *with more abstract problems arising 
from the logical development of ideas and techniques in the field. The 
applied and theoretical strands have always been i.nterdependent i  the 
history of probability: applications have led to the discovery of new 
techniques and the formulation of original concepts, while theoretical 
advances have permitted the solution of increasingly complex practical 
y personal view is that the most fertile areas of research, and the 
most rewarding advances in probability, are to be found in the endeavour 
to solve real-life problems. Such problems in the natural and social 
sciences have a large random component; it would thus s;em natural 
to use globabilistic methods to attack them. This standpoint is perhaps 
more characteristic of the general scientist han the mathematician, but 
I see no basic contradiction between the two. I have always thought 
ature and Society n re fertile in the diversity of their structures than 
the unaided mind of 
seemed in favour of 
were to be thrown 
cess in 24 throws, 
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the birth and death of animal populations has spurred the detailed exam, 
ination of certain classes of time-dependent s ochastic processes. 
social sciences, the concept of hierarchical structures has suggested the 
study of Markov chains under constraints. In telephofne traffic and com- 
puter science, the problems of coping with telephone calls and informa- 
tion bits has directed research into queueing theory and its associated 
processes. To right the balance, one should point to the importance 0.f 
various theoretical advances which have proved useful in applications: 
among these are limit theorems, characteristic functiemrals, Wald’s iden- 
tity and martingales. 
Let us now turn to the important aspect of communication in the 
field of Applied Probability. I confess that on scanning the journals, 
I find myself occasionally disappointed by some of the effort expended 
on what appear to be inessential problems. In fairness, let me add that 
I am not always certain that some of my own contributions do not fall 
into this category. One tries to attack serious problems, to proceed 
from the analysis of data, through statistical estimation and inference, 
to the building and validation of probability models. Too often, one is 
diverted by the more limited challenge of a minor mathematical prob- 
lem to which one has half-guessed the solution. Perhaps this acknow- 
ledgment of my difficulties will help other workers to recognize theirs, 
and allow us all to avoid them more easily in the future. 
The term ‘Applied Probability’ is one which I first met in Professor 
M.S. Bartlett’s current series of monographs on Applied Probability 
and Statistics, published under the Methuen imprint since the late 1950’s. 
The title seemed appropriate to the rather diffuse field of research 
which I had entered :it about that time. I have described elsewhere (see 
reference [ 11 to the Introduction) how the emerging needs of research 
workers for an identifiable journal in the area resulted in the foundation 
of the Journal of Applied Probability in 1964. There were then only 
two other probability journals, the Eor&~ Ve:ojatnosteE’, first pub- 
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arising from applications. 0ur authors dtixided otherwise, and this aim 
has never been achieved; the proportion of papers on theory rose from 
41% in 19’64~70 to 56% in 1971-73. WC;: are still hoping to attain a 
balance of 50% applications and 50% theory over the next five years. 
Despite our fairly wide coverage, the recent Applied hbability Index 
No. 2 (1974) gives only a partial indication of the range of research in 
the entire field; it does justice neither to the extensiveness of theoreti- 
cal developments, nor to the physical and social applications, most of 
which are published in other specialist journals. But, however incom- 
plete, it does emphasize the enormous pan of current research in prob- 
ability. 
In conclusion, may I restate my belief in the value of modelling 
real-life problems by probabilistic methods. I would encourage young 
workers to pursue k.esearch atthe interface: of biology, engineering, 
physics, social science and probability. Much valuable work is to be 
done there; but the mathematical theory of probability should not be 
neglected. Its healthy growth is clearly an essential condition of our 
*mastery in applications; its elegance and the wealth of mathematical 
techniques on which it draws require no undue emphasis. Whether my 
personal views on the importance of applications and of their influence 
on theory are justified will continue to be put to the test as the sub- 
ject develops. I can only hope that these remarks will provide some 
useful information and possible guidance to younger workers in Ap- 
A LL (Statistical Labora tory, University of Cam bridge, 
Cambridge, England) 
find it difficult to make useful remarks about applied probability 
o not have much sympathy with attempts to make narrow 
defined boundaries between one part of mathematical 
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rea?ly on every occasion unless one limits oneself to one or two specific 
applications, but a thorough confrontation with the practical backgroun 
in a few problems can be beneficial in a general way by reminding one 
of the big gap between mathematical theorems and practical answers. 
I should like to mention two particular instances in which current theo- 
retical work falls a little short of what the applications normally demand. 
(a) Most journals dealing with applied probability contain a wealth 
of papers in which pertinent answers of distributional form are obtained 
in detail but cloaked with the veil of a multiple Laplace transform, and 
the task of inverting this numerically is not commented upon. Indeed, 
1 can think of only one example in which a Laplace transform has been 
numerically inverted by a statistician, and the “Case-Law” concerning 
the practice and accuracy of such inversion in probabilistic ontext is 
dismally inadequate. 
(b) Such journals also contain very large numbers of powerful limit 
theorems, currently of the weak convergence type, which are almost 
impossible to use fruitfully because one has no idea of the size of the 
error term nor of how close one is ‘to the limit’. The best way to deal 
with such a situation seems to me to regard the limit theorem as an ir:- 
dication of how one should graduate necessarily sparse numerical infor- 
mation obtained from simulation. Note that when estimates of the 
error terms do happen to be availa’ble the multiplying constants are 
normally astronomically too large because they are chosen to cover 
range of possibilities vastly exceeding that encountered in practice. 
could hope to make further progress here if devisors of limit theorems 
were to make a habit of reporting on parallel simulations in real con- 
lex ts. 
TWREYA (hstitute of Science, Bungalore, India) 
erhaps this is why the panel discussion is titled 3s ’ 
in it. 
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As in all applied mathematics, the real source of inspiration for ap- 
plied probability comes from problems of the r,:al world. 
all know that the real world is far too complicated for the kind of 
mathematical techniques that are currently available. So we make as- 
sumptions of all sorts to get at a rea.sonably tractable model while hoping 
that our results for the simplified situation would nevertheless throw 
some light on the real situation. This is inevitable and perhaps the only 
thing we can do. There is, however, the risk of applied probabilists 
losing sight of reality altogether and publishing papers that are of little 
practical value and in many cases are nothing more than uninteresting 
exercises iin routine calculations. I think every piece of research in ap- 
plied probablity should be judged from two angles: one, is il practically 
meaningful and two, is it mathematically interesting nd important. In 
these days of shortages and of rapid depletion of natural resources it is 
very important hat the community of applied probalilists applies rather 
rigorous and tough standards on both these requirements and trim the 
somewhat explosive development in publications in Applied Probability. 
An important aspect of Applied Probability is the dynamical nature 
of it. By this I mean the following: During a given period of time cer- 
tain areas of applica:!ions gain enormous popularity and dominate the 
scene for a while. Soon these areas fade away yielding place to newer 
areas and the procession goes on. This process of change is not entirely 
autolmatic There have’been conscious attempts by some outstanding 
persons to shape the directions. I recall the example of David Kendall 
organizing and formulating the basic framework of queueing theory in 
his funci:amental 195 1 paper. It&will be most useful if, in a conference 
like thi:, specialists from various subfields within applied probability 
give survey talks in their fields and outline what they feel are the real 
outstanding problems and point out worthwhile directions of research. 
This has been done in the previous meetings as well as this one and we 
should have more of it. 
ENE$ (Bell Laboratories, 11, New Jersey, U.S. A. ) 
y any committee, 
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‘Applied probability is where you find it.’ 
‘Applied probability is what applied probabilists do.’ 
‘Applied probability is probability done outside a mathernstics de- 
partment.’ 
‘Applied probability is probability done on contract money.’ 
Upon reflection I still feel that any attempt to define: the subject is 
gratuitous, and I choose to interpret the intent of this symposium as 
systematic and methodological rather than taxonomic. :5o I confine 
myself to making two points, one of them a platitude, the other pos- 
sibly novel. 
(1) In some sense probability has always been applied, and will al- 
ways continue to be, and to try to separate off its allegedly applied 
component is as idle as to insist on a rigid distinction between “mathe- 
matical” statistics and other manifestations of it. The origins of the 
subject are from gambling, needle-throwing, Brownian motion, statisti- 
cal mechanics, telephone traffic, sampling, estimation etc., and no 
amount of work in or emphasis on abstractions can change these spots. 
This remark, then, Yras the platitude that needed saying. 
(2) My second remark is at once more systematic and a bit of a guess, 
and it concerns the interplay between probabiiity and other mathe:ma- 
tical disciplines. For the present let us divide these into analysis, topology, 
and algebra. The connections between probability and analysis are wide- 
ly known and well documented. They are exemplified by Markov pro- 
cesses, semi-groups, characteristic functions, positive operators, Dirichle t
problems, Feynman-Kac representations in quantum mechanics, etc. 
Similarly, the connections between probability and pointset topology 
are of long standing and wlell understood. I have in mind the theory of 
Bore1 equivalence, analytic sets, perfect probability spaces, regularity 
of measures, weak convergence, tightness, etc. (Notice how many of 
The adjectives are mathematiccl honorifics that rule out p..rthology.) 
come to my point, then, I think that similar connections of p:*obabili,ty 
to the remaining d;sciplines, viz. algebraic and differential togology, 
and algebra, are still in relative infancy and remain to be developed. As 
in the case of analysis, 
lead the way here, and 
examples from control theory, briefly me 
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U. NARAI?AN AT (Computer SciencefOperations Research Center, 
Southern Methodist University, Dallas, Texas, U&4,) 
The development of Applied Probability as an important academic 
discipline i:s largely due to the identification provided by the Journal 
of Applied Probability. Major credit should go to Dr. J. Gani for the 
very laudable ffort of establishing such a journal. 
Applied probability has its origins in research dealing with probability 
models in areas such as physics, biology, economics, sociology, engineer- 
ing and management science. Even at present his nature has remained 
largely so. However, during its current period of adolescence, the prob- 
lem of its identity seems to be creating some confusion among research- 
zrs and academicians. This has its roots in the diverse backgrounds and 
attitudes active researchers bring to the area of applied probability. Gen- 
erally speaking their attitudes can be grou.ped as belonging to three 
identifiable classes: mathematicians, statisticians and non-math.ematician 
-problem-solvers. For the first group, level and beauty of mathematics 
are paramount. For the last group, problem solution in usable forms is 
paramount, whereas the statistician understands the power of rnathe- 
matics without losing his perspective on its applications. For a ‘pure’ 
mathematician the word ‘applied’ is only for convenience. They have a 
tendency to use ‘theory’ and ‘mathematics’ as synonyms and to set 
quality standards for iesearch in terms of its mathematical level. On the 
other hand the non-mathematician-problem-solver is convinced that 
high level mathematics does not result in useful results. It would be 
tragedy to leave applied problability solely iri the hands of either of 
these two groups. For a healthy growth of the subject area it is essential 
that all three groups work in harmony with mutual respect. In this con- 
text the statistician (I am using this word ir the broad British sense 
without categorizing as mathematical or applied statistician as American 
academicians have a tendency to do) has a large role to play. 
act as a bridge between the two groups and see that the true 
applied probability is not lost. 
has become one of ihe basic theoretical founda- 
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For instance, if we claim to solve real world problems, it should be m- 
cumbent on us to demonstrate how it is done - or at least to leave the 
results in a fo;_m that can be used without going through the entire work. 
Because of this the Wrature shows up a considerable amount of wasted 
effort. 
Another weakness is the lack of communication between areas of ap- 
pl.isation. It is quite common that two researchers in two different 
axas would solve the same problem with different terminologjes in 
their respective areas. This duplication can be reduced by organizin;; 
meetings and workshops bringing research workers in different areas 
together and making them aware of their common problems. Profes- 
sional societies can help in this effort by providing facilities to organize 
such sessions. The Operations Research Society of America and the 
Institute of Management Sciences are in the process of establishing 
some structure to achieve this goal under their aegis. Applied probability 
sessions are being organized uring meetings of the Institute of 
matical Statistics as well. These are very encouraging signs for the future 
In spite of these weaknesses applied probability is not very far from 
leaving its adolescent period behind and entering a period of maturity. 
In this process we should avoid the errors committed in other areas in 
creating classes and hierarchies of research. Infusion of different view- 
points and attitudes is vital to the area and it is necessary that we leavie 
it so. 
E. CINLAR (Depmtment of Industriul Engineering, Northwestern 
Univemity, Evanston, Illinois, VI S. A. ) 
The three main activities in applied probability are (1) the construc- 
tion of mathematics cdels of stochastic phenomena occurrin 
life”, (2) analyses a omputations of such models to obtain ’ 
tions”, and (3) the abstraction, from such experiences with real 
eqa, of theoretical models whL:h may be of interest in “pure” theory or 
odelling other related phenomena. 
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Concerning the domain of OUT activities it is clear that there should 
be no restrictions. oreover, there should be 4 concertled effort to bring 
together people working on models in different disciplines. For example, 
those working in elect ical engineering are rarely present in the meetings 
of “usual”” applied probabilities. We should look for ways of reaching 
out to them. 
Further comments presented at the discussion 
Dr. BzneS mentioned several fields of mathematics which have appli- 
cations in probability theory. The truth, however, isothcrwise: as 
Doob reportedly said, ‘all branches of mathematics are c?rapters in 
probability’. 
While I am in a mood to glorify probability, let me just mention 
another point. Suppose we divide all mathematical problems into four 
box.es according as to whether they are simple or complex and deter- 
ministic or random. We would then find that most of mathematics be- 
longs in this small box labelled deterministic and simple; whereas most 
of the world’s problems are in this large box labelled random and 
complex. 
Though this century has seen great progress in dealing with random- 
ness, we are stili far from anything which can be called satisfactory. So 
far, all we seem to bi: able to deal with are simple and random problems. 
Our deqendence on the concept of independence is such that we know 
next tonothing about processes which interact with each other (as 
most of the problems in this box of random and complex one are),. 
Our ignorance in this respect is not something trivial, such as the 
non-availability of computational techni.ques. We lack the concepts 
which would provide the vocabulary and grammar of a language with 
which we might think of such problems. It is partly because of this that 
such broblems as the lack of computational tools in probability seem 
to me rather unimportant. In fact, such problems are at best momen- 
tary, and cannot be important in the long run. remember, as a tvvelve- 
ye~J-0L-l I+--- .- WY, going through-the attic of QUF house and finding there a 
oak on algebra ivhich my grandfather hlad studied in high school. The 
oak was full of practical facts which would enable one to obtain, at a 
ick-pace, such results as 
39x 41= 1599, 14952 = 2,235,025 . 
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owever useful such tnings may have been, these are not important 
results. 
By contrast, the structural results and concepts of probability 
theory are the main things of importance both in theoretical and, prac- 
tical studies. For they provide the conceptual framework and the vocab- 
ulary with which we formulate aind think. The sentiment 1 am expressin 
is rather old; Laplace expressed it more than a century and a half ago 
in the closing paragraphs of the introduction to his Theorie Analytiquz 
des Brobabilites: 
‘... the theory of probabilities is at bottom only common sense 
reduced to calculus; it makes us appreciate with exactitude that 
which exact minds feel by a sort of Instinct without being able 
ofttimes to give a reason for it. iif we consider .. . the fine and 
delicate iogic which it requires; the extension which it has received 
and which it can still receive by its application to the most impor- 
tant questions of natural philosophy and the moral science; if we 
consider again that, even in the things which cannot be submitted 
to computations, it gives the surest hints to guide our judgments, 
then we shall see that there is no science more worthy of our medi- 
tations, and that no more useful one could be incorporated in the 
system of public instruction.’ 
J.W. COHEN (Mathematical Institute, University of Utrecht, Utrecht, 
The Netherlands) 
Applied probability is the mathematical tool used in the struggle be- 
tween ‘randomness and ‘determinism’. It has to provide the mathemat- 
ics for the art of predicting that which by its very nature is unpredict- 
able, its methods belong to mathematics, and its models stem mainly 
from the natural and behavioral sciences. 
1. Its models. There are a relatively few basic models and a huge II 
ber of refined models, and the situation is rather chaotic. ’
growing need for mlore classification of existing 
point of some criterion concerning ‘robustness9 of the mo 
approximations), or of its impact on metho 
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probability model just serves as a nice example to illustrate a 
new concept or structure of pure mathematics; although interesting, it
oes not coytribute to the problem solving task of applied prob- 
ability. 
Classical analysis is stil the most important branch of mathematics 
needed in applied probability and the interests of pure analysts in ap- 
robability problems need to be stimulated. Almost all investiga- 
tions are concerned with the analysis of one stochastic variable or dis- 
tribution; analysis of pairs of stochastic variables or joint distributions 
is very rare, mainly due to the lack of sufficiently powerful analytical 
techniques. By contrast, analysis of similar structures in applied physics 
is much more advanced. 
3. 18s interfuce with the natural sciences. A gap seems to develop be- 
tween the literature on applied probability models and that concerned 
with the probabilistic aspects of problems in engineering, physics, 
economics and so on. Too often the applied probabilist speaks the 
cryptic language of pure mathematics, while the heuristic thinking of 
the theoretically oriented physicist or engineer prevents a clear formu- 
lation of the real problems involved. Something should be done to 
bridge this gap, and the initiative should be taken by the applied prob- 
abilist for his own sake and for the sake of the future of the subject. 
et me mention a few examples from the field with which I have some 
experience. 
Queueing models for time-sharing have only been discussed in en- 
gineering and operations research1 literature. I have not seen any publi- 
cation on this topic in the aplplied prob<ability journals. A similar situa- 
tion exists with cyclic queues. Both subjects treat a number of interest- 
ing and important models. Another important field is the traffic anal- 
ysis in data handling networks. One of the basic problemb here is the 
‘tandem queue’. Tandem queues received some attention in the applied 
probability literature, but stronger esults are badly needed. The ana- 
lytical problems involved are still a challenge for classical analysis. There 
is great scope for some extremely interesting and fruitful research in 
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some fundamental work on the probabilistic aspects remains to be dam 
h,ere. 
eliability analysis is another field of growing interest, 
structural design (stochastic stability, earthquake 
oc. Int. Conf. Structural Safety and Reliability, A. 
(ed.), Pergamon ress, New York, 1972). A fundamental probabilistic 
problem does occur here, which can be described as follows. 
For stochastic events that do not happen too seldorn, experience 
has taught us that the application of a probability model is suffiently 
adequate to describe, interpret and predict reality; indeed it supports 
and illustrates our belief in the applicability of the law of large numbers. 
Can we be equally confident in the applifcability of the probability mod- 
el and the law of large numbers in predicting the occurrence of events 
which are very rare or never to happen (e.g., the crash of an airplane 
due to some mechanical failure of its very complex structure under 
stochastic loading)? Suppose we want the relevant probability for ti 
single flight to be of the order of lo- 12. Apart from the inaccuracy in 
the data that we need for the numerical analysis of the model, what 
is the meaning of the law of large numbers for a phenomenon with 
such a small probability, since for its application at least several 
10,000 flights are needed, a number many times larger than the eco- 
nomic life of the plane. Nevertheless the safety requirements are not 
meaningless. Do we have here a problem in applied probability? The 
engineers think so. Do the applied protlabilists have an answer which 
has an opc.rarional value? 
I mentioned a few problems from engineering; there are many more, 
in control theory, non-linear systems, economics, biology, physics and 
so on. I guess the situation is the same. 
DON A. DAWS0N (Department 0 f Mathematics, Cadeton 
University, Ottawa, Canada) 
1 natural systems are inherently ra41dom, and the study of mathe- 
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physics. In this context early discoveries included the Boltzmann equa- 
tion, the Gibbs distribution and the Brownian motion. 
Brownian motion has been one of the cornerstones of 
of probability both pure and applied, there has been for the last three 
decades rather little contact between physicists and mathematicians 
working in applied probability. Thanks to the pioneering efforts of 
Spitter in the U.S.A. and obrushininthe U.S.S.R. there hasbeen a 
renewed interaction betw n these fields in recent years. However, I
believe that it is important to prevent a similar and mutual isolation in 
the newer fields of application of probability such as mathematical 
biology and mathematical economics. 
In order to discuss in more detail the role of applied probability it 
is i~elpful to have some understanding of the nature of randomness and 
the reason for its pervasiveness in natural phenomena even when it is 
possible to ;?ssume that the microscopic dynamics are deterministic. A
deterministic system is prsscribed by a state space S and a semigroup 
{ ;rt: t> O)oft ransformations of S. To complete the description one 
must specify initial conditions; however, it is a basic axiom of statistical 
theories that rather than specific initial conditions it is necessary f.o 
consider the: natural equivalence classes of initial conditions w.hi ;1 cor- 
respond to quasi-invariant measures. Important examples of dynamical 
systems are classical Hamiltonian systems and quantum systems; in the 
former case the role of the quasi-invariant measure is played by Lebesgue 
measure. 
IIn most z:pplications we do not study the sys’tem in microscopic de- 
tail but rather consider a ‘coarse-grained’ subsystem. For example in 
the study of epidemics we restrict our attention to the number of sus- 
ceptibles and the number of infectives. Such coarse-grained subsystems 
of deterministic systems with quasi-invariant initial measure are almost 
ays stochastic. Although such subsystems do not in general have the 
arkov property, it is one of the objects of stochastic modelling to look 
for subsystems which do. 
ne important family of arkov models corresponds to equilibrium 
statistical mechanics, in t e case the initial measure on S is invariant 
and rt is time reversible. this case randomr,ess usually enters as mi- 
croscopic fluctuations which can be assumed to be aussian ;nnd to 
he inference prcblems for such systems 
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time reversible. In these systems randomness plays a very different role. 
Such systems have steady states which are ‘locally stable’ - but due to 
random fluctuations may be carried out of the region of suitability thus 
giving rise to a macroscopic fluctuation and finally to a new stzady 
state. The region of transition corresponds to a transient stochastic pro- 
cess. One can view the role of randomness as that of initiating the search 
for new stable states - for example this is the view of Darwin’s theory 
of evolution. Other examples might be economic instabilities uch as 
recessions or meterological instabilities uch as hurricanes., A prerequi- 
site to the development of effective ‘control strategies’ for complex sys- 
tems is a better theoretical understanding of the phenomena of destabilli-8 
zation - transient stage - restabilization of nonequilibrium systems. 
In this context the inference problems are closer to scientific inference 
than to classical statistical inference and involve the formulation and 
empirical testing of phenornenological mlodels. In contrast to the equi- 
librium case these problems are far from being fully understood and 
will undoubtedly play an important role in the future development of 
applied probability . 
DONALD L. IGLEHART * (Deportment cf’ Operations Research, 
Staqford University, Stanford, California, Cl S. A, ) 
I view the field of applied probablity as a broad, scientific discipline 
serving as a bridge betwP.en abstract and theoretical aspects of proba- 
bility theory and concrete stochastic modeling. Applied probabilists 
can be found engaged in the following aspelcts of the subject: the de- 
velopment of stochastic models in the context of another scientific 
discipline, the solution of basic problems in probability theory which 
arise from stochastic models, and the evaluation and comparison of 
analytical results with YeaI data. 
Stochastic modeling i:s in a seme the life blood of applied probability; 
without it the field WOUM soon cease to have an identity of its own. 
Stocihastic modeling now takes place in an extremely wide range of 
scientific disciplines. In yparticular, it is a cs:mmonplace activity in the 
biological, management, physical and social sciences. the biological 
sciences the areas of ecology, epidemic theory and ge 
* The preparation of is contribution was supported by NS 
and 
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cantly involved in stochastic modeling. The area of management science 
includes some of the oldest examples of stochastic modeling: inventory, 
qileuejng, reliability, risk, storage and traffic theories. In the physical 
sciences one can find stochastic modeling in the areas of statistical 
mechanics, quantum theory, metallurgy, and ferro-magnetism. The OC- 
curence of stochastic modeling in the social sciences is somewhat more 
recent and appears in the areas of demography, learning theory, game 
theory, and economics. 
To be an effective contributor to the field of applied probability an 
individual must have a solid grounding in a wide range of topics from 
probability theory. I mention a few of the areas which currently seem 
to have the greatest potential for application: diffusion processes, ex- 
tremal processes, ergodic theory, Markov renewal processes, point pro- 
cesses, random walks, regenerative proc$ssses, renewal theory, and weak 
convergence of probability measures. Whi’le most of these areas have a 
rather abstract basis, they all have the potential of providing s~pecific 
answers. From the point of view of successful applications, one very 
frequently has to be able to compute numerical answers. Cemputing 
such answers from complicated stochastic models directly js frequently 
very difficult, if not impossible. This suggests that one should look for 
computable, robust approximations. Frequently, such approximations 
arise from limit theorems, as for example the normal approximation 
does from the central limit theorem. The development of such limit 
theorems eems to me to be at the core of current work in applied 
probability. Roughly half of the papers presented at this conference 
were concerned with limit theorems. 
Perhaps the most neglectr d aspect of applied probability is that of 
evaluating and comparing analytical results with real data from the 
problem being modeled. To satisfactorily carry out this aspect of the 
field, one has to have a deeper knowledge of the scientific discipline 
involved than is usually the case with applied probabilists. Obtaining 
specific answers from stochastic models may inevitably jnv4ve heavy 
use of the computer. Zt is my feeling that this aspect of applied p&a- 
bility can only grow in the future. In this regard I fee:] that applied prob- 
abihsts can make important co.ntributions to the simulation of stochastjc 
recesses. One would hope that the direction of research in applied 
probability would be able to utilize the ever-growing availability of 
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JULIA N fDepartment of Statistics, University of ?ochester, 
Rochester, New York, U.S. A. 1 
‘Applied Probability is chat subset of probability theory which tries 
to be useful as well as aesthetic, and draws its motivation from proble 
arising in engineering, maiiagennent science, and the physical, biological 
and social sciences. 
The key word is useful. Theoretic4 contributions to applield pro 
bility concerned with basic processes, limit theorems and structural rela- 
tionships between the descriptive dstributions and processes of elemen- 
tary stochastic systems are of unquestionable value, when they develop 
principles and generate insight, However, a contribution addressing it- 
self to special, more complicated systems in reliability, congestion or 
storage contexts (say), purporting to be L!seful, faces more difficult 
going. 
To be useful it must be correct, robust, and explicit and informative 
when needed. Clearly the contribution should be mathematica,lly tight 
rather than plausible, and approximations hould be accompanied by 
error bounds. If the analysis is to be relevant o real.world situations 
robustness i  essential. In such applications, d;str!bution forms and 
parameters are known crudely at best, assumptions of independencle 
and temporal homogeneity are unrealistic, and simple models precarious. 
One must strive for principles and systems understanding insensitive to 
such uncertainties which may be used to guide decision-making. Exlplicit 
results are seldom of value when the formulae are long, reciuiire lablorate 
programming, and are co&y to instrument. To be informative and 
used, the results must be given in simple form. 
Much of the literature of queuei g theory (for exalmple) is essentrally 
useless because of such failures. The papers are unread, ignored by the ’ 
theoreticians, and shunned by the practicing engineers. Much of the 
wasted effort has its origin in the isolation of the authors, usually aca- 
demicians, from the real world problems and engineers tackling them. 
Queueing theory is not dead because its problems have been solve 
has suffocated in the welter of useless papers generatefl. 
problems are still there and are difficult and challenging. 
rom the econo ustria 
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world presents a variety of problems to the engineer, for which stochastic 
mode.ils can be formulated. Unfortunately some of these problems are at 
best cnly partially solved by the standard techniques known to engineers. 
‘his is so because of the present Gate of science and because of the rela- 
ons be twcen engineers and universities. 
Some journals are dev&ed to the ‘real world’ applications of the theo- 
ry of stochastic processes; most of the papers published there are con- 
cerned with standard. proble.ms which can be solved in a more or less ap- 
proximate way. Lack of space prevents discussion of deep theoretical 
aspects, and moreover most of the readers do not have the background 
necessary for this kind of discussion. This may lead to a progressive dis- 
tortion of the basic knowledge of the engineer and the research worker 
alike. 
A certain model which is quite suitable for a certain system may be 
no longer suitable for a more sophisticated system. A lack of knqwledge 
concerning the state of the art in the theory of stochastic processes and 
a lack of interest in analysis may lead to the adoption of an existing 
model. On*; does not always realize that this results in an approximation 
of the true state of affairs. The incomplete knowledge of the physical 
system considered and of the properties of the underlying stochastic 
processes may present difficulties in guessing the parameters which 
should be observed, in order to justify the choice of the model. Let us 
recall thalt simulation on an electronic computer is one of the common 
methods which are used today in order to establish the goodness of fit 
* of a complex model with respect o the real process. This is done by 
comparing the values observed for certain ya:rameters of the model 
with the corresponding ones of the real process. In this way computa- 
tional difficulties are avoided. But the choice of the parameters ob- 
served for this t&St may be questioned. Moreover, was the underlying 
process ufficiently well reproduced by simulation? Due to thle limited 
rs the only discrete processes that can be simulated 
ov processes. In addition one does not always 
check the convergence of the simulations, especially when the parame- 
ters of the system vary during the simulation. abits are &vel,oped and 
lmmm beliefs which are then passed onto young engineers. One may 
t of the theory of stochastic pro- 
Jr:e research side there 
ante of a certain theory leads 
isfaction, even if it is not 
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correspond to the problems of daily life? In fact these problems are 
often too difficult for the research worker who may be tempted to 
create for himself his own simplified universe. 
Finally it seems that progress will lbc made towards a good defini 
of the term ‘Applied Probability’ when one has d.evised amechanism 
for the dialogue between the universe of the pure research worker and 
the universe of the engineer. Looking for the in’ltetrsection f these two 
universes may also de ne the scope of applied probability. 
MARCEL F. NEUTS f Degartme~zt of Statistics, firdue Universit_zJ, 
West Lafayette, Indiana, U. S. A. ) . 
I am delighted that Professor Prabhu has taken the initiative to or- 
ganize this important exchange of ideas within th,e framework of this 
Conference, and I am honored to be one of the participants in it. In 
preparing my statement I have not made any specific attempt to delimit 
the field of Applied Probability. Any competent work which contrib- 
utes in an innovative manner to the solution of a concrete problem 
stated in probabihstic terms or to the mathematical methodology of 
such problems has a legitimate place within the broad area of applied 
probability. 
It is at Beast in part the purpose of this discussion to point to areas 
of applied probability which have been insufficiently developed to date 
and to new areas of potential growth. The compillation of a list of such 
areas reflects naturally the interests and scientific experience of the 
person doing so. In the interest df generality, I should like to state first 
a few remarks which have been addressed to almost all branches of ap- 
plied mathematics, to some extent from ‘within the community’ and 
very vocally so by many practical workers in the broader community 
of industrial and scientific users o.f applied mathlem&ics. 
If we are willing to learn from the history of classical a 
matics and have the continued growth and social relet ante cf ap 
probability at heart, one major critical observation el:ds 
and the resulting 
view, this observa 
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(b) [&nt@c&lon of the mathematical structure and solution of rele- 
vant questions by analytic a:ld asymptotic means. 
(c) Investigations into analytic approximatioizs and efficient algo- 
pith;jqs, substantiate by computational work to assess the quality and 
the feasibility of the proposed methods. 
(d) Jmplementation and statistical eivaluation of the results of the 
g steps. 
highly critkd reexamination of the pr(actica1 merits of the 
model and, if necessary, areturn to one of the earlier stages of the solu- 
tion processes. 
Each of these stages could be examined for major problems of applied 
p:robability Pelated, say, to our understanding of epidemics or priority 
queues, and the results of th,is examination would be highly illuminating 
in identifying some of the limitations of the existing work and some 
ul avenues for future investigation. Since such an examination 
1 be very time-consuming and requires a detailed acquaintance 
w!th the literature on the problem area to be examined, I will not do 
so within the limitations of this written statement. It may be immense- 
ly valuable to organize at a future conference agroup discussion by 
both theoretical researchers and experienced practitioners of a specific 
and fairly limited problem area. Barticular attention could be given to 
the germane questions which have not yet been answered by the exist- 
ing theory and to additional steps of an algorithmic and statistical na- 
ture which are needed in the practical implementation. 
For the limited purposes of this statement, I have insLead prepared a 
list of observations and remarks, based on my own experience. It is 
understood that each item in the list could be discussed at length and 
that o:nly a few examples are given for purposes of illustration. This 
statement will have served its intended purpose if the reader will feel 
inclined to supply his own examples al:ld critical arguments. 
C 1) .An overwhelming percentage of the literature on probability 
models deals with limit: results for processes for which inquiry into 
asymptotic behavior is meaningful. Many interesting models for essen- 
lly transient phenomena receive little attention. As an example, 
re i:s very little available on models for the duration and severity of 
enign illnesses with or without application of therapy. While the ana- 
c rYomplication of transient stochastic processes i usually cited as 
cause of this dearth of results, it is frequently ssi. ble to approx:i- 
mate the main transient effect of the process by a terministic com- 
110 fluctuations appropriately. 
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Gaver Jr. and J. ehoczky on clearance problems offers a gooj 
example of a filuitful technique of this type. 
(2) Even in :Isymptotically well-behaved processes, random fluctua- 
tions and oscillatory behavior may be far more practically importsnl: 
than limit behiavior. Numerical work on bulk queues indicates that many 
of the cla!ssica! symptotic quantities can lead to erroneous conclusions, 
even for very sItable queues. he reason for this lies in the averaging 
process involved in the ergo theorem. It would be very useful to have 
measures which quantify oscillatory behavior for queue characteristics 
and similar processes. 
(3) In issues of optimality and control, expected value criteria alone 
can have very undesirable ffects on the distribution of some important 
quantities. As an example, many of the criteria for the control of queue? 
may improve the average behavior of the system at the expense of in- 
creasing the waiting times of the longer jobs. If customers with longer 
jobs are also economically the most valuable, these criteria may result 
in the loss of customers and be undesiralble. Results on control are there- 
fore practically incomplete, unless analytic or simulation studies are ap- 
pended to assess the impact on such features of the queue. 
(4) Many problems with untractable analytic solutions can be z&e- 
quately solved on the computer. This ustially requires a complete re- 
thinking of the most efficient use of the assumed structural properties. 
This idea revolves around the notation elf an algovs’thmic solWon and 
requires a substantial amount oi’ piior analysis, compariible in its mathe- 
matical evel to that of analytic work. There is an essentially virgin ter- 
ritory of problems between the classical analytically simple models and 
those which can be tackled by computer simulation. The construction 
of a good algorithm requires a thorough understanding of the problem 
and innovative thinking to guarantee that the algorithm is mathematical- 
1~ correct and numerically stable and can1 be performed within the limi- 
t*.ations of memory storage and economical computation times. To cite 
cbnly one example, Markov renewal processes have been found to provide 
excellent models for many phenomena, but the amount of numerical 
computation needed to study their explicit behavior is flsrmidable ve 
for processes with a rather small number of states. Judicious use of the 
available theoretical results, combined perhaps with such power 
rithms as the fast ourier transform and ‘tee niques of efficie 
puter storzige, will even ally make such ,models trul 
technical details of the velopment 0%” such algorit 
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(5) In the interzst of mathematical e egance, essential feat-x-es of the 
problem are often sacrified. Although work on truly complex problems 
is initially less elegant and sophisticated, it may eventually be much 
more relevant and suggestive of new ideas and methods. 
work, particularly if the import of certain abstract mathematical s- 
sumptions is not full., understood, existing results may be misleading 
and lead to disenchantment with theoretical work, deserved or not. I 
remember seeing a semi-Markov model of the marital status of women 
in which the age factor was ignored,, apparently because little or no 
theory OK, Markov renewal processes with nonstationary transition ma- 
trices i$ explicitly available. To bend a real problem to that extent to 
fit existing theory is clearly scientifically unsound. 
(6) Ad hoc techniques which are used by most practitioners hould 
be examined and possibly improved by theoretical investigators, rather 
ignored. Simulation techniques are a prime example of this 
y problems ar: simulated, whiclh can be solved algorithmical- 
ly, but this may be unavoidable until much more work on algorithms 
is available. Theoretical investigators have already made clever and 
valuable contributions to the simulation of random variables with pre- 
scribed distributions, but work on the efficient simulation of wide 
classes of stochastic processes i still in its infancy. 
An example to illustrate this point is the following: In a multi- 
server queue one may wish to simulate the sequence of successive 
waiting times in terms of given realizations of the arrival and service 
processes. How to relate the waiting time of the lath customer ecursive- 
ly to the appropriate past information is not that obvious, particularly 
if one wishes to avoid the use of fairly slow sorting routines. This prob- 
lem was solved for parallel channels by a simple, but ingenious method 
by L. Lombardi. In thinking up such a procedure, both an understand- 
ing of the queue structure and of the operation of the computer are es- 
sential. 
(7) any existing statistical procedures are too demanding in their 
mathematical ssumptions and the required sample sizes t,o be practical- 
ef’ul in stochastic processes. n much current \vork an untractable 
is often transl ted into an unso2vable problem in dif- 
ile such results may be valuable in thle long run in 
for large sample methods, a substantial amount of 
work remains to 
rcxesses, alarge nu 
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work and graphical displays may be needed to gain ha%! practical inior- 
mation. An example of such work was recently presented by 
Peter Lelwis on the problem of estimatintg the number of sup 
renewal processes when only the resulting superposition can 
served. 
(8) In the practice of applied probability, more so thaa in physical 
applications, the assumptions, the data and the desired information are 
soft rather than hard. Qualitative results such as equilibrium conditions, 
asymptotic growth rates, unimodality, etc., are often more useful than 
unwieldy explicit formulas or very general asymptotic results. IOccasion- 
ally the problem may lead us to consider solution techniques outside 
of the realm of mathematics. The use of facial features to facilitate the 
solution of multivariate classification problems, as suggested by 
Chernoff, is a highly original example of such ;a procedure. 
of this type have a lon,g history and were instrumental in the develop- 
ment of early computers. In this vein, one could investigate the use of 
analog devices to fit distributions with rational Laplace-Stieltjes trans- 
forms to data and open the way to efficient celmputation for queues 
and other stochastic models. 
(9) Much work in applied probability (and in 0, . and Statistics) 
consists of a technique in search of an application. This is often sterile 
and repetitive. Somehow we need to reemphasize thl: primordial 
of problem solving in science, particularly in graduate ducation. 
better or worse our students inherit many of the values and preju 
we profess. In education, I have found it valuable to stress t5e ability 
to handle complexity over the search for elegance. It is not surprising 
that most students find this difficult, yet refreshing. The applied proba- 
bilist must often choose between presenting the detailed mathematical 
analysis of the model to satisfy his peers and a 1~s sophisticated, maybe 
even heuristic reporting of the qualitative results of his work which is 
accessible to the practitioner. Folklore has it that solme journals are 
essentially unreadable, except to those who have mastered an arcane 
and highly specialized language and notation. This is an unfortunate 
problem in communication, particularly for a field of mathematics wit 
a real applied mission. Although the choice of journals a 
style must remain a matter of personal choice for the indi? 
searcher, those who are willing to make their DW~ work an 
others more accessi e to the practitioner will e 
be essential to the contin 
ort for our fie 
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In conclusion, I should like to express my fait.h in the future of and 
personal enthusiasm for 12~ field of Applied Probability. 
dangers lie in fragmen ta tion (pure-applied vs. applied-applied) and 
PleductionisPn (‘all of probability is nothing but an application of measure 
theory or ‘applied mathematics i nothing but concrete functional anal- 
ysis’) and in prevailing attitudes against a quest for relevance. That 
these lead to a communication problem is painfully evident. Much more 
serious still is the effect of these attitudes in terms of missed opportuni- 
ties (e.g. the slow acceptance of the computer as (a researcher tool in 
applied mathematics) and in tk inhibition of exploratory research in 
:new areas and applications. 
It imay well be time to make surprising novelty and insights gained, 
rthe new criteria of scientific merit - if necessary {at he expense of ab- 
straction, elegance and sophistication. Of the many branches of applied 
mathematics, our field is one of the youngest and onrj of the closest o 
the varied sources of its problems. By pairing an intense concern for 
relevance with the traditional values of Mathematics, we can do much 
to maintain her queens.hip among the sciences, rather than seeing her 
become a rather faded dowager. 
PETER E. NEY (Depr,t.kvlen t of Mathenta tic?, Universitlrr of Wisccwsin, . 
Madison, Wisconsin, if, S, A. ) 
The word ‘applied’ has had s confused interpretation in mathematics. 
s used in the general phrase ‘itpplied mathematics’ it traditionally de- 
notes a rather narrowly de:fined class of problem areas originating in 
physics and engineering; typically fluid flows, llibrations, etc. The appli- 
cations of mathematics, of course, go r beyond these areas. The term 
‘applicable mathematics’ has become popular in describing the broader 
area of mathematics with a potential relev ce to engineering, science, 
or some other productive area of activity. ost of mathematical statis- 
t&, for example, is not ‘appliecl mathematics; but it is ‘appkable’ 
athematics in the sense of its contribution to usable statistical method- 
uch of probability is, of course, ‘ap 
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duced as models of physical phenomena. artingales were motivated 
by simple gambling situations, and then achieved their great importance 
when many other naturally formulated processes turned out to be 
martingales. Applied probability at its best ‘has in~o!ved the discovery 
of the rich mathematical structure in models of natural pheno*mcna. 
Hopefully future probabilists will continue to be educated in this tradi- 
tion. 
In addition to the ‘applied-applicable’ categories, I might suggest al 
third addition to the lexicon, namely, ‘motivated’ probability or mathe- 
matics. Our insight about probabilistic or physical phenomena some- 
times suggests interesting analytical problems, which may then 
interpretation and meaning beyond the context in which they 
For example, age-dependent branching nrocesses are characterized by a 1. 
special non-linear Volterra integral equation. Our insights into branch- 
ing phenomena then suggest certain types of behavior to 1001: for in 
more general equations. I have found this to be a fruitful source of in- 
teresting analytical problems. Another example is use of the knowledge 
of the physical criticality phenomenon in ferromagnetism to suggest a
corresponding search for a critical point in the Ising model and, as has 
recently been done, in more general Markov random field models. 
The development of such interplay between nature and probability 
and analysis is in the natural domain of the applied probabilist. 
guiding the studies and research of our students I think we+hou 
only lead them into set mathematical problems, but should encourage 
them to develop their physical and probabilistic insights toward the 
objective of formulating their own mathematical prloblerns and models. 
N.U. PRABHU (Department of Operations Research, Cornell University, 
Ithaca, New York, VI S.A. 1 
In trying to define the scope and nature of applied probability, 
several questions arise in my mind. I shall list these questions an 
tempt at ler,st partial answers to them. 
(i) First there is the 
the earliest ones treated 
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(ii) Second, the e is the question of Yechniques. An applied pr Jba- 
bilist is not usualiiy satisfied with proving existence theorems; he needs 
to derive various distributions of interest o him, compute moments 
and obtaiin approximations. For this purpose he has to use the tech: 
niques of classical as well as modern analysis. 
(iii) It is usual to lament on the flood of literature in applied proba- 
bility, queueing theory being a prime target of the critics. (Some of my 
friends are also concerned with the impending explosion in branching 
processes literature.) It is my definite impression, however, that this 
unZnappy situation is by no means unique to applied probability. Should 
we then, as the poet Archibald Macleish is supposed to have suggested, 
impose a moratorium on all scientific research until the present achieve- 
ments of science have been fully utilized to solve mankind’s problems? 
n any event a better perspective on the information explosion can be 
obtained from a recent article by J. Gani.* 
(iv) What is actually applied probability? In my opinion it has to be 
probability, first and applications econd. (From this pomt of view 
Izi.lplii~~ble’probabiZity seems to be a more appropriate term.) An applied 
probabilist should not try to ‘get to the moon without knowing Newton’s 
laws of motion’. 
(v) Excessive pre-occupation with practical problems is of doubtful 
advantage to t’he growth of applied probability as an academic discipline. 
Besides, just because a research project has a title that sounds highly praz- 
tical, it is not necessarily of a quality that makes its pursuit worthwhile. 
For example, research projects with objectives uch as ‘to teach mothers 
how to play h their chilclren’, or ‘to study impact of rural road con- 
struction in nd’, are of debatable acadermic value. 2 Indeed the term 
esoteric need not be used e::iclusively to des!cribe highly abstract and 
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R. SYSKI (Department of Mathematks, University of7l4arylard, 
College Park, Maryland, C’. S. A. ) 
‘The very name of the calculus of probabilities is a paradox. 
robability as opposed to certainty is what one does not know, 
and how can we calculate the unknown? Yet many eminent scicn- 
tists have devoted themselves to this calculus, and it cannot be 
denied that science has drawn therefrom no small adva 
When I am interested in ‘distribution functions of randorn variables’, 
I am in applied probability; when I am interested in ‘measures on pro 
spaces’, I am in pure probability. Yet, both subjects emphasize slightly 
different aspects of the same topic. 
When Neveu in his well-known text (page 28) says about distribution 
functions that ‘These functions, which are in fact of very little practical 
use (except in certain questions where the order structure of the real 
line plays a predominant role), should have disappeared a long time ag 
to the benefit of the ensemble definition of the notion of probability’, 
he expresses the deepest sentiments of pure probability. 
When Feller in his famous Vol. II writes (page lOl), ‘very little of 
the technical apparatus of measure theory is required in this volume . . . 
it is nevertheless desir ible to give a brief account of the ‘basic oncepts 2, 
he expresses the deepest sentiments’of applied probability. Or does he? 
The question of whethejr Feller’s text is pure or applied probability 
reflects to a large extent the difficulties in attempting any general char- 
acterization. 
It is impossible to formulate a precise definition of applied probabili- 
ty because, like beauty, what is applied and what is not is in the 
of the beholder. I would try, however, to formulate rather broad an 
character of their inve 
identified with ‘math 
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measure theory is used; if none or just a little (that is, if analytic meth- 
ods are used essentially), then the label ‘applied’ has been attached. 
his may work in a ve y broad sense, but is no longer true in most 
cases. Look al: the papers on stopping times where the interplay be- 
tween measure theoretic and analytic methods does wonders! 
Another line of distinction is based1 on the nature of mathematk. al
tools employed. The more advanced the techniques, the more pure the 
s@it! This again is very flexible (remember the old cliche that ‘singular 
distributions do not occur in practice’?) S4 quick glance at papcs in ap- 
plied fields dealing with weak convergence, sample function behavior, 
martingales and other similar things will reveal an abundance of sophis- 
ticated techniques fr real and complex analysis, topology, algebra, 
functional analysis a other branches of mathematics. Queueing en- 
thusiasts may recall the recent abstract definition of he old friendly 
regeneration points! One could say in view of this ,)gress that today’s 
applied probability is yesterday’s pure probability 
Turning now to the applied side, characterization according to the 
nature of applications has also its drawbacks. It is well known that in 
probability - as indeed in all mathematics - practicai problems lead 
frequently to theoretical developments, and conversely abstract heo- 
ries sooner or later find concrete applications. 
This healthy trend shows, however, some signs of degeneration. Two 
ex’lreme aspects may be mentioned. On one hand, there are good theo- 
relJca1 papers which make some pretense of being on the ‘applied’ side 
(usually in the opening sentences of the introd- ,!%n). Most often the 
so called practical problems are artificial, and ar, . *mted to fit the 
theorems proved in the text. It is a sad reflection on oar modern times 
,thaz such a window dressing is needed to apply for a gint from a re- 
search agency devoted to the support of research on ‘practical problems’. 
Qn the other hand, there are papers using probabilistic methods for 
study of significzt practical problems, but which from a probabilistic 
point of view ar erely simple eT<ercices, devoted to endless discussion 
of s,,pec alcases. lthough some of these papers may be of importance 
in their respective fields, they contribute nothing to probability, and I 
aracterization of a 
anility should take into account bot 
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work in genuine applied probability should satisfy the following 
three conditions; namely, it should: 
(1) contain good mathematics,, 
(2) deal with a real practical problem? 
(3) present significant and useful results. 
The point is that these three criteria should be consiclered jointly be- 
cause the proper balance among them is essential. Indeed, excess or 
deficiency of some of the ingredients produce the distortions mentioned 
earlier. ln particular, pure probability would correspond to th.e total 
absence of the second requirement. 
hematics is perhaps easiest o describe. The requirements 
of practical problems present many difficulties in constructing proba- 
bilistic modols for concrete situations in diverse fields. The la 
is as ambigous and vague as one could imagine. It is hard to j 
fulness and significance in an objective way. In manv instances only 
time can tell what would satisfy the third criterion. d 
Fortunately, perfect examples of successful fulfillment of these 
criteria are provided by numerous applications of probabilistic methods 
to analysis, differential equations, topology, theory of numbers, and 
potential theory on one hand, and to physics, biology, psycholog 
social science, engineering, and operations research on the other. 
I should add that a paper applying Markov chains to number theory 
would most likely be classified as applied probability, whereas a case 
study of mating habits of squirrels, using only corelation d:oefficients 
or the t-test, may make fascinating reading, but will not belong to 
applied probability. 
In conclusion, let me quote from Bharucha-Reid’s preface to his 
volumes on ‘Probabilistic Methods in Applied Mathematics’: ‘... of 
particular interest a.re th.e uses of probabilisti,c methods in various 
branches of analysis and those developments in abstract probability 
thecry which are of value in the field of applied mathematics.” 
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In summarizing the proceedings of this symposium, I have attempted 
to identify a few of the :many common t emes suggested by the partici- 
pants. I shall indicate parenthetically fo ach of these ideas their prin- 
cipal source. 
One of the principal roles of the field of applied probability is to 
serve as a bridge between the theoretical aspects of probability theory 
and the ultimate user of stochastic models (Bhat, Cohen, Iglehart, 
Le Gall, Syski). While this role is commonly accepted, there seems to 
be some fear that the gap bletween theory and practice has widened. 
Applied probabilists hould be concerned about this gap and continue 
in their efforts to close it. 
Stochastic models provide the main source for interesting and useful 
problems in applied probability (Cohen, Gam, Le Gall, Neuts). Our 
succcss in solving problems which arise from stochastic models forms 
a large part of the justification for applied probability. But beyond 
that stochastic models also provide an extremely rich source of intel- 
lectually challenging problems. 
The work of applied probabilists hould be useful to people with real 
problems (Athreya, Keilson. Prabhu). To be truly useful solution; in 
general have to be simple. This point was stressed in particula 
Keilson. 
Solutions to practical stochastic models should be robust (Iglehart, 
Keilson). In most practical models the true underlying diMbutions are 
seldom known and almost never of the simple, analytically tractable 
his suggests that the limit theorems, as in .the sense of diffusion 
robability covers a 
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went on record suggesting that concepts and theoretical models shoul 
play a predominant role in applied probability. 
The role of computing in applied probability was mentioned by 
several participants (Iglehart, Le Calf, Neuts). Neuts emphasized the 
important role to be played by algorithmic solutions of stochastic mod- 
els which are analytically untractable. All three of the participants 
mentioned the potential usefulness of simulation and :;uggested that 
important contributions to this area could be made by people in applied 
probability. 
Finally, two participants (Bhat, Neuts) mentioned the fact that 
seldom do people in applied probability pursue a problem down to the 
last detail. While this may not always be appropriate, Tbvlve ar  as a field 
perhaps guilty of not presenting our work in a format that can be readily 
applied by practitioners in other sciences. 
A symposium of this nature can never be expected to yield definitive 
answer;. However, many of the participarlts felt that the discussion was 
useful from the point of view of highlighting common currents in ap- 
plied probability and that this is a good thing to do periodically. 
Donald L. Iglehart, Stanford 
